LOCATION: Teleconference
DATE: 23 May 2018
CHAIR: Stephen Cahill
PARTICIPANTS: Cécile Terraz, Jean-Baptiste Lamarche, Rebecca Lewin, Stephane Arnaud, Bruno Vandemeulebroecke (Observer), John Myraunet (Observer).
AGENDA: 1. Logistics Cluster Global Meeting (GLM)
ACTION POINTS:
- GLC following up with ICAO and JB Lamarche with ACF to obtain their inputs for the marketplace.
- JB Lamarche will draft an email with the SAG survey results and a call for SAG topics for discussion in GLM.
- GLC to allocate participants in their preferred topics for marketplace sessions.
- GLC will try to identify a location for an informal gathering with academic representatives taking place the second evening of the GLM.
- GLC to provide time for Airbus to present on the recently signed MoU.
- GLC is preparing sessions on post 2018 Strategy with SAG support.

1. Logistics Cluster Global Meeting (GLM)

- GLC is following up with ICAO on their presentation for the Marketplace session “Airport Efficiency Task Force.” JB Lamarche is following up on the ACIF session “Supply Chain Expenditure and Preparedness Investment Opportunities.”
- GLC is working to allocate GLM participants in their preferred topics for Marketplace sessions according to survey answers.
- JB Lamarche will draft an email with the SAG survey results and call for SAG topics for discussion at the GLM to be sent out to global partners.
- So far, 8 organisations will attend Induction Day (29 May) and 47 organisations will attend the GLM (30 May – 1 June).
- CDEMA will join the GLM meeting and will also participate in the as a presenter in the Marketplace session.
- Representatives of academic institutions, who will present in the Academic Marketplace, will also join during lunchtime as a networking opportunity with other participants. Additionally, the GLC will work with OFDA to identify a location for an informal gathering taking place 31 May from 5:30 to 7:30 as a second networking opportunity with academics.
- GLC is coordinating with Facebook, the International Humanitarian City Dubai and Microsoft for their presentation taking place on Day 3 of the GLM. As per GLC and SAG discussions, the name of this session has been changed to Innovation for Future Humanitarian Needs.
- GLC will allocate time for Airbus to present on Day 1 on the recently signed MoU.
- SAG members to prepare SAG update presentation for Day 1 of the GLM.
- GLC is preparing sessions on post 2018 Strategy with SAG support. The sessions will take the learnings from the analysis conducted by Avenir Analytics and will aim to create an engaging debate on the direction of the strategy and how to implement its goals.

Next meeting is scheduled for 29 May at 10:00 a.m. in Washington, D.C.
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